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LESON 25 AI APPLICATIONS                                                           Last update June 4,2021 

 

Object Detection 

Object detection deals with identifying and tracking objects present in images and 
videos. Object detection has multiple applications such as face detection, vehicle 
detection, pedestrian counting, self-driving cars, security systems, etc. 

The two major objectives of object detection include: 

 To identify all objects present in an image 
 Filter out the object of attention 

We  perform object detection in Python with the help of the ImageAI library. The 
ImageAI library provides very powerful yet easy to use classes and functions to 
perform Image Object Detection and Extraction. 

ImageAI allows you to perform all the  Object detection  algorithms like 
RetinaNet, YOLOv3 and TinyYOLOv3. With ImageAI you can run detection tasks 
and analyze images. 

This ObjectDetection class of the ImageAI  library provides you with functions to 
perform object detection on any image or set of images, using pre-trained models 
that was trained on the COCO dataset.  

COCO is a large-scale object detection, segmentation, and captioning dataset. The 
COCO Dataset. Common Objects in Context (COCO) literally implies that the 
images in the dataset are everyday objects captured from everyday scenes.  

The ImageAI library has object detection, video detection, and object tracking 
APIs. ImageAI makes use of a pre-trained model and can easily be customized. 
The ObjectDetection class of the ImageAI library contains functions to perform 
object detection on any image or set of images, using pre-trained models. The 
models supported are RetinaNet, YOLOv3 and TinyYOLOv3. (You Only Look Once ). 

This means you can detect and recognize 80 different kind of common everyday 
objects. 

With ImageAI, you can detect and recognize 80 different kinds of common, 
everyday objects. 

https://imageai.readthedocs.io/en/latest/detection/index.html
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Here are the steps required to detect objects in an image: 
 
Step 1: 

Install the following modules using pip that you do not have installed in your 
python. Note: You will need a 64 bit python to install tensor flow.   

TensorFlow  

 pip install tensorflow 

OpenCV 

 pip install opencv-python 

Keras 

 pip install keras 

ImageAI 

 pip install imageAI 
 
Step 2: 
 
Download the TinyYOLOv3 model file from the ImageAI website that contains the 
classification model that will be used for object detection. 
 
Step 3: 
 
Download the following image file 
https://stackabuse.s3.amazonaws.com/media/object-detection-with-imageai-
python-1.jpg 

https://github.com/OlafenwaMoses/ImageAI/releases/download/1.0/yolo-tiny.h5
https://stackabuse.s3.amazonaws.com/media/object-detection-with-imageai-python-1.jpg
https://stackabuse.s3.amazonaws.com/media/object-detection-with-imageai-python-1.jpg
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Step 4: 

Create a new  Python  file called objectDetection.py 

Put in the following code: 

 
#object_detection.py 
from imageai.Detection import ObjectDetection 
from PIL import Image 
 
# make object detector 
detector = ObjectDetection() 
 
# filenames 
model_path = "yolo-tiny.h5" 
input_path = "objects.jpg" 
output_path = "newimage.jpg" 
 
# setup object detector 
detector.setModelTypeAsTinyYOLOv3() 
detector.setModelPath(model_path) 
detector.loadModel() 
detection = detector.detectObjectsFromImage(input_image=input_path,      
       output_image_path=output_path) 
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# classify images 
for eachItem in detection: 
    print(eachItem["name"] , " : ", eachItem["percentage_probability"]) 
 
# show detected image 
image = Image.open(output_path) 
image.show() 

 

Step 5 
 
Run the program, you should get something like this 
 
 

 
 
 
How the program works: 

After instantiating the ObjectDetection class  

detector = ObjectDetection() 
 

We can now call various functions from the class.  
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The class contains the following functions to call pre-trained models:  
 

setModelTypeAsRetinaNet(),  
setModelTypeAsYOLOv3 
setModelTypeAsTinyYOLOv3() 

We are using TinyYOLOv3 model, and will use the setModelTypeAsTinyYOLOv3() 
function to load our model. 

detector.setModelTypeAsTinyYOLOv3() 

Next, we call the function setModelPath(). This function accepts a string which 
contains the path to the pre-trained model: 

 detector.setModelPath(model_path) 

We call the function loadModel() from the detector instance. It loads the model 
from the path specified above using the setModelPath() class method. 

detector.loadModel() 

To detect objects in the image, we need to call the detectObjectsFromImage 
function using the detector object that we created in the previous section. 

This function requires two arguments: input_image and output_image_path. 
input_image is the path where the image we are detecting is located, while the 
output_image_path parameter is the path to store the image with detected 
objects. This function returns a dictionary which contains the names and 
percentage probabilities of all the objects detected in the image. 

detection = detector.detectObjectsFromImage(input_image=input_path, 
output_image_path=output_path) 

The dictionary items can be accessed by traversing through each item in the 
dictionary. 

for eachItem in detection: 
    print(eachItem["name"] , " : ", eachItem["percentage_probability"]) 
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This is the output identifying the objects from the detection dictionary: 
car  :  56.9766104221344 
bus  :  53.34138870239258 
car  :  59.28346514701843 
car  :  97.18649983406067 
car  :  97.36177921295166 
person  :  52.18877196311951 
car  :  58.66740345954895 
car  :  63.57464790344238 
person  :  73.75339269638062 
car  :  89.51510190963745 
car  :  72.77526259422302 
 
 
This cod  part shows the detected objects file: 
 

# show detected image 
image = Image.open(output_path) 
image.show() 

 
 
 

AIApplications Homework Question 1 
 
Find some images in the on the internet and apply the object detection program 
on it. Next  rotate the images and see if it can still detect the objects. Call your 
python file aiapplications_homework1.py 
 
 
STOCK MARKET PREDICTION USING LSTM 
 

Introduction 

LSTMs are widely used for sequence prediction problems and have proven to be 
extremely effective. The reason they work so well is because LSTM is able to store 
past information that is important, and forget the information that is not import. 
LSTM has three gates: 

 The input gate: The input gate adds information to the cell state 
 The forget gate: It removes the information that is no longer required by the model 
 The output gate: Output Gate at LSTM selects the information to be shown as 

output 
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 LSTMs make small modifications to the information by multiplications and 
additions. With LSTMs, the information flows through a mechanism known as cell 
states. This way, LSTMs can selectively remember or forget things. The 
information at a particular cell state has three different dependencies. 

When  predicting stock prices for a particular stock. The stock price of today will 
depend upon: 

1. The trend that the stock has been following in the previous days, maybe a 
downtrend or an uptrend. 

2. The price of the stock on the previous day, because many traders compare 
the stock’s previous day price before buying it. 

3. The factors that can affect the price of the stock for today. This can be a 
new company policy that is being criticized widely, or a drop in the 
company’s profit, or maybe an unexpected change in the senior leadership 
of the company. 

These dependencies can be generalized to any problem as: 

1. The previous cell state (i.e. the information that was present in the memory 
after the previous time step) 

2. The previous hidden state (i.e. this is the same as the output of the 
previous cell) 

3. The input at the current time step (i.e. the new information that is being 
fed in at that moment) 

LSTMs use mechanisms similar to conveyer belts to move information around. 

We may have some addition, modification or removal of information as it flows 
through the different layers, just like a product may be molded, painted or packed 
while it is on a conveyor belt. 
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The following diagram explains the close relationship of LSTMs and conveyor belts. 

 

Just because of this property of LSTMs, where they do not manipulate the entire 
information but rather modify them slightly, they are able 
to forget and remember things selectively.  

 

 

 

A typical LSTM network is comprised of different memory blocks called cells 
(the rectangles that we see in the image).  There are two states that are being 
transferred to the next cell; the cell state and the hidden state. The memory 
blocks are responsible for remembering things and manipulations to this memory 
is done through three major mechanisms, called gates. Each of them is being 
discussed below. 
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Forget Gate 

 

 

A forget gate is responsible for removing information from the cell state. The 
information that is no longer required for the LSTM to understand things or the 
information that is of less importance is removed via multiplication of a filter. This 
is required for optimizing the performance of the LSTM network. 

This gate takes in two inputs: h_t-1 and x_t. 

h_t-1 is the hidden state from the previous cell or the output of the previous cell 
and x_t is the input at that particular time step. The given inputs are multiplied by 
the weight matrices and a bias is added. Following this, the sigmoid function is 
applied to this value. The sigmoid function outputs a vector, with values ranging 
from 0 to 1, corresponding to each number in the cell state. Basically, the sigmoid 
function is responsible for deciding which values to keep and which to discard. If a 
‘0’ is output for a particular value in the cell state, it means that the forget gate 
wants the cell state to forget that piece of information completely. Similarly, a ‘1’ 
means that the forget gate wants to remember that entire piece of information. 
This vector output from the sigmoid function is multiplied to the cell state. 
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 Input Gate 

This process of adding some new information can be done via the input gate. 

Here is its structure: 

 

The input gate is responsible for the addition of information to the cell state. This 
addition of information is basically three-step process as seen from the diagram 
above. 

1. Regulating what values need to be added to the cell state by involving a 
sigmoid function. This is basically very similar to the forget gate and acts as 
a filter for all the information from h_t-1 and x_t. 

2. Creating a vector containing all possible values that can be added (as 
perceived from h_t-1 and x_t) to the cell state. This is done using 
the tanh function, which outputs values from -1 to +1.   

3. Multiplying the value of the regulatory filter (the sigmoid gate) to the 
created vector (the tanh function) and then adding this useful information 
to the cell state via addition operation. 

Once this three-step process is done with, we ensure that only that information is 
added to the cell state that is important and is not redundant.  
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Output Gate 

This job of selecting useful information from the current cell state and showing it 
out as an output is done via the output gate. Here is its structure: 

 

The functioning of an output gate can again be broken down to three steps: 

1. Creating a vector after applying tanh function to the cell state, thereby 
scaling the values to the range -1 to +1. 

2. Making a filter using the values of h_t-1 and x_t, such that it can regulate 
the values that need to be output from the vector created above. This filter 
again employs a sigmoid function. 

3. Multiplying the value of this regulatory filter to the vector created in step 1, 
and sending it out as a output and also to the hidden state of the next cell. 

The filter in the above example will make sure that it diminishes all other 
unnecessary values Thus the filter needs to be built on the input and hidden state 
values and be applied on the cell state vector. 

Here is the complete LSTM program: 

#stock_market_prediction.py 
# stock market prediction using lstm 
#importing required libraries 
from sklearn.preprocessing import MinMaxScaler 
from keras.models import Sequential 
from keras.layers import Dense, Dropout, LSTM 
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import numpy as np 
import pandas as pd 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
 
#read the file 
df = pd.read_csv('stock_prices.csv') 
 
#print the head 
df.head() 
 
#setting index as date 
df['Date'] = pd.to_datetime(df.Date,format='%Y-%m-%d') 
df.index = df['Date'] 
 
#plot 
#plt.figure(figsize=(16,8)) 
plt.plot(df['Close'], label='Close Price history') 
 
#creating dataframe 
data = df.sort_index(ascending=True, axis=0) 
new_data = pd.DataFrame(index=range(0,len(df)),columns=['Date', 'Close']) 
for i in range(0,len(data)): 
    new_data['Date'][i] = data['Date'][i] 
    new_data['Close'][i] = data['Close'][i] 

 
#setting index 
new_data.index = new_data.Date 
new_data.drop('Date', axis=1, inplace=True) 
 
#creating train and test sets 
dataset = new_data.values 
 
train = dataset[0:987,:] 
valid = dataset[987:,:] 
 
# scale data 
scaler = MinMaxScaler(feature_range=(0, 1)) 
scaled_data = scaler.fit_transform(dataset) 
 
#converting dataset into x_train and y_train 
x_train, y_train = [], [] 
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for i in range(60,len(train)): 
    x_train.append(scaled_data[i-60:i,0]) 
    y_train.append(scaled_data[i,0]) 
 
x_train, y_train = np.array(x_train), np.array(y_train) 
 
x_train = np.reshape(x_train, (x_train.shape[0],x_train.shape[1],1)) 
 
# create and fit the LSTM network 
model = Sequential() 
model.add(LSTM(units=50, return_sequences=True, input_shape=(x_train.shape[1],1))) 
model.add(LSTM(units=50)) 
model.add(Dense(1)) 
 
model.compile(loss='mean_squared_error', optimizer='adam') 
model.fit(x_train, y_train, epochs=1, batch_size=1, verbose=2) 
 
#predicting 246 values, using past 60 from the train data 
inputs = new_data[len(new_data) - len(valid) - 60:].values 
inputs = inputs.reshape(-1,1) 
inputs  = scaler.transform(inputs) 
 
X_test = [] 
for i in range(60,inputs.shape[0]): 
    X_test.append(inputs[i-60:i,0]) 
X_test = np.array(X_test) 
 
X_test = np.reshape(X_test, (X_test.shape[0],X_test.shape[1],1)) 
closing_price = model.predict(X_test) 
closing_price = scaler.inverse_transform(closing_price) 
 
rms=np.sqrt(np.mean(np.power((valid-closing_price),2))) 
print("rms: ",rms) 
#11.772259608962642 
#for plotting 
train = new_data[:987] 
valid = new_data[987:] 
valid['Predictions'] = closing_price 
#valid.loc[:,'Predictions'] = closing_price 
plt.plot(train['Close']) 
plt.show() 
plt.plot(valid[['Close','Predictions']]) 
plt.show() 
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Here is the first 5 rows of the data files: 
 
         Date    Open    High  ...   Close  Total Trade Quantity  Turnover (Lacs) 
0  2018-10-08  208.00  222.25  ...  215.15             4642146.0         10062.83 
1  2018-10-05  217.00  218.60  ...  209.20             3519515.0          7407.06 
2  2018-10-04  223.50  227.80  ...  218.20             1728786.0          3815.79 
3  2018-10-03  230.00  237.50  ...  227.60             1708590.0          3960.27 
4  2018-10-01  234.55  234.60  ...  230.90             1534749.0          3486.05 
 
[5 rows x 8 columns] 
927/927 - 16s - loss: 0.0012 
rms:  24.061157875570817 

 
Here is the training and test section: 

 
 
Here is the predictions for the test section: 
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Todo: 
 
Type in or copy/paste in the above program and run the program. Your instructor 
will send you the 'stock_prices.csv' file, or you can request from 
students@cstutoring.com. 
 
 
AIApplications Homework 2 
 
Use the close and prediction columns to buy and sell trades for the test period 
2017-11 to 2018-19. When the predictions are rising “buy” and when the 
predictions reverse direction “sell”. You can also trade in a reverse direction. 
When the predictions are falling “sell”  and when the predictions reverse 
direction ”buy”. In your data frame you can make two columns to store buy and 
sell markers. At the end of the simulation print out the total profit made. Call your 
python file alapplications_homework2.py 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
END 

mailto:students@cstutoring.com

